
Currently the carpet industry faces multiple efficiency issues with the production and
distribution of flooring samples. On the manufacturer's side, they are costly to produce and ship
to consumers with the opportunity for a better return on investment. On the consumer’s side, it
can be time consuming and physically exhausting to continuously purchase and transport various
samples until a final decision is reached. Additionally, the production and distribution of flooring
samples creates a tremendous amount of waste for the environment.

This semester we have worked to create the initial groundwork for an innovative
application that will change the flooring shopping process forever. Shaw Industries has tasked us
with creating a mobile application to allow consumers to experience the carpet’s look and feel
from their personal devices. This application is the first of its kind and will create great
opportunities for the carpet manufacturing and distributing industry.

We have created an application with a strong foundation to achieve the overall goal of an
authentic floor shopping experience through a virtual realm. This functional application uses
haptic technology, embedded in modern iPhone/ ios devices, to create vibrational frequencies
attributed to various flooring types. Currently the application uses arbitrary vibration patterns to
exemplify the differences in materials such as carpeting versus hardwood or vinyl, etc. In the
future, the application can be further developed using a topographic map of the specific flooring
samples to give a more accurate perception of the different flooring types.

Visually, the application shows a photo of the flooring sample, derived from the Shaw
website with a ball rolling around based on how the phone is tilted. Once the ball reaches the end
of the screen, it vibrates with a sharpness attributed to the different flooring types. For example,
on a hardwood flooring type, the ball will roll much faster and vibrate much sharper than that of
a carpeting flooring sample. This is due to the coefficient of friction or “sluggishness” of a
carpet’s texture. In the future, the application could be developed to have the ball drop onto the
surface with the expected vibration intensity to give a more developed experience of the flooring
sample. During the development process, we have tested multiple techniques to establish the
texture of a flooring sample and discovered a ball is the most accurate. We tested the possibility
of dragging a finger across the screen but due to the fact that the haptic motors are located on the
bottom of the device, a ball rolling on the screen is the most unified experience for the user.

Although it is not yet demonstrated in our application framework, sound technology
could be implemented later into development based on the availability or creation of sound files
of each sample. This is an aspect that would be best completed once the haptic technology is
fully developed; however it could add an additional sense to the application for a more
well-rounded experience.



Developer Notes: Clone the following repository to gain access to the source code of this project
and follow the documentation found within the README.md of the repository.
https://github.com/ariesaviles/HapticTouch-iOS
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